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Introduction
“I choose to
know that
everything works
for good and it
does. Nothing is
ever lost.
Everything you
have ever
experienced in
any lifetime is
within your soul.
Your universal
purpose is to
express the
creative Energy.
It is completely
open to
whatever you
want it to be.”
Jeshua

The relevance of this chapter seems to span thousands of years, from the
times of struggle and drama in Jeshua’s time to our own. And he gives us the
same advice that he gave to his disciples “You acknowledge the appearance.
Then you look beyond what seemingly is unhealed or unholy and you see the
person (or situation) in holiness. This is a good time for finding your center, for
finding your peaceful place amidst all of the changes that are happening. Call
everything good.”
Jeshua wants us to “be aware” and “to choose to see peace” so that we may
know our strength and power to handle whatever drama we are in. We also
have the power to transform it by our reactions. He assures us again, that we
are “greatly loved, guided and always taken care of”. When we truly
understand this higher reality, we can claim our mastership and even by joyful
about the challenges that we overcome.
Then we are ready for endings of some issues and the beginnings of new
choices, sometimes based in the physical and other times in the emotional
levels. “The only hell is the hell that you make for yourself in the present
moment of fearing something.” We can choose to stop creating agony and
create celebration and joy and “Rejoice in every ending, because it is a
beginning.”
The power principles of “Endings and Beginnings”:
 It is important to acknowledge humanly created circumstances, but not
to get mired in them. Instead, our challenge is to see the perfection and
holiness of their purpose and creativity.
 Everything that is presented to us has a divine purpose “not to upset
you”, but for us to realize our strength, be in joy and choose to
experience God’s love.
 When we release our knapsacks of fear, they will dissolve into
nothingness.
 We have the freedom to choose to incarnate in whatever forms we want
to create, “know that truly you are going to live your purpose. You are
the Light.”
 We are all greatly loved and always taken care of!
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Discussion Questions


What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination? Changes in how you understand yourself and your life?



Jeshua makes a bold statement in this chapter “A lot of the brothers and
sisters two thousand year ago thought that what I spoke of was far out,
blasphemy. It was not what was taught in the Temple. How could I speak
intimately of the Father’s love? How could I speak that everyone was loved?
I spoke ideas that were rather radical at that time and are still radical if
ones actually understand what I was saying.” What ideas have you studied
in this and other Jeshua books that are new or “radical” to you? Have you
contemplated them in your mind and heart? Is there one idea in particular
that has made a major impact on your life, your relationships with yourself
or others or even the direction of your life? Discuss with your partner.



An almost universal fear of humankind is the fear of death of the body,
especially dying alone. But Jeshua reassures us that “In the darkest
moments we are with you. As you breathe, as you trust, you call out to your
angels, guides, teachers – and we are always around you – we will be with
you. We cannot be anywhere else, truly, since there is no separation and
you are the Light, same as we are. When you decease the body, you go to
your own Light. The Light that you go to is so brilliant that you will think that
someone must have turned on a billion light bulbs. And all of the ones you
have ever loved are there. If they have laid down the body, they are there
to welcome you and there is great joy and rejoicing and great love. It is
Home.” (age 238) Does this description ease your fear of death, if you have
carried that fear? Does it help you live in more freedom and with more
purpose, knowing “how loved you are and how you are surrounded by
Love.” Discuss with your partner.

Assignments


Jeshua gives us the assignment (page 236) regarding the knapsacks or
backpacks full of fears that we have been carrying around. “Okay, let’s get
the knapsack out here and look at what’s in it.” Contemplate what is in
your invisible but perhaps heavy backpack. What issues are you dealing
with that no longer serve you? What fears are you ready to say “Enough
already. I’m going to look at it.” If it is difficult for you to see your own
issues, ask someone who knows you well to help you identify what may
not be obvious to you. Then do a releasing meditation and dissolve the
issue “into the nothingness that it has always been. Every ending of a fear
is a beginning of new life, new awareness. Rejoice in every ending,
because it is a beginning.” Say good-bye to it and feel the backpack lighten
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significantly. Breathe peace. Journal about it or speak to a trusted friend
about this process.

Affirmation
for the
Week:
“Nothing can
penetrate the
Light that I
am.”
Jeshua



Jeshua encourage us to live our lives fully. “Every day, every moment of
every day is a celebration of life if you will see it thus. Yes, I know that
there are messages of the world, messages of the mind that sometimes
question, but at the heart of everything is the Truth that you are always
taken care of and that you are always in Love. It cannot be otherwise.”
(page 240) Reflect on your life and be honest with yourself about how you
see it and how much of your day you spend in gratitude and celebration.
Can you up the percentage of time that you live in Love? Share your love
of life with someone – reach out to them, call them or write a note letting
them know how much you love them. When you share your love it has to
come back to you. Journal about their reaction and your own joy.



Affirmations for the Week:
o “Nothing can penetrate the Light that I am.”
o “I trust that I am always guided, loved and taken care of.”
o “Every ending of a fear is a beginning of new life, new awareness.”
o “I choose to know that everything works for good.”
o I know my strength and my mastership.
o I rejoice in the Love that always surrounds me.

NOTES:
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